The 
Introduction
The NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC) manages several projects for measuring the acceleration environment on board the NASA Orbiter missions, Russia's Mir space station, free flyers and, in the near future, the International Space Station. These data and the subsequent analyses support the needs of Principal Investigators to aid in interpreting scientific experiments on these carriers.
The LeRC accelerometers for Orbiter missions are the Space Acceleration Measurement System (SAMs) [ 11 and the Orbital Acceleration Research Experiment (OARE) instrument [2] . In addition, one SAMs unit was installed on the Mir space station from 1994 until 1998. The SAMs measures the vibratory and transient environment from The data sets from these instruments are analyzed by the NASA LeRC Principal Investigator Microgravity Services (PIMS) project and the results are provided to the Principal Investigators. After each mission with a SAMs andor OARE instrument on board, the PIMS project prepares a summary report (e.g. [3] ) of the mission's acceleration environment. These reports are prepared for use by principal investigators during their experimental data analysis. The PIMS project also provides real-time and near-real-tiime analysis of the acceleration data during rnissions for which SAMs and/or OARE data are available via Orbiter downlink.
A number of standard formats for data display have been developed to illustrate the acceleration data acquired from the missions. Common formats are acceleration versus time, power spectral density versus frequency, and spectrograms (power spectral density versus frequency versus time). Each of these formats is explained in [4] and [5] . The format to select depends on the quantity of data considered, the requester's needs, and the type of desired information. Analysis of extensive periods of time using these techniques results in many pages of plots.
There has been a need for a simple, integrated characterization of a mission, carrier, or time period, in order to compare with another mission, carrier, or time period. The PIMS project developed two new techniques, the Principal Component Spectral Analysis (PCSA) and the Quasi-steady Three-dimensional Histogram (QTH). 'The PCSA and QTH techniques are valuable tools for extracting useful information from acceleration data taken over large spans of time. As will be shown in this paper, the PCSA and QTH techniques bring both the range and median of the microgravity environment onto a single page for an entire mission or a specific time period of interest. These single pages may then be used to compare similar analyses of other missions, time periods or conditions.
The PCSA plot is based on the frequency distribution of the vibrational energy and is normally used for an acceleration data set containing frequencies above the lowest natural frequencies of the vehicle (e.g. SAMs data). The QTH plot is derived from the component measurements and it provides a summary of the magnitude and direction of the acceleration. The QTH is normally used for acceleration data sets with frequency content less than 0.1 Hz (e.g. OARE data).
Various disturbances to the laboratory environment are made evident by using PCSA and QTH plots. Vibrations of sufficient magnitude from equipment operating part time are very evident as are vibrations from equipment contributing to the background acceleration environment. A source's magnitude and/or frequency variability is also evident by the source's appearance on a PCSA plot.
Principal Component Spectral Analysis

PCSA Methodology
The source of microgravity acceleration data for a PCSA plot is a sampled data set produced by an accelerometer system, such as SAMS. The data set to be analyzed is first divided into successive equal-duration time intervals. The chosen duration of an interval is based upon the desired frequency resolution, where the frequency resolution is given by
where Af is the frequency resolution (in Hertz) and Ati is the length of time (in seconds) in each of the intervals. The power spectral density [4] for each interval is then computed.
The next step in the PCSA processing is to determine the significant spectral peaks in each of the power spectral density plots from all of the successive time intervals. For the purpose of this discussion, a significant spectral peak (figure 1) is defined to be a power spectral density magnitude value that is a local maximum that is at least as high as any other magnitude point within a specified frequency range. For example, all of the asterisk marked values in figure 1 could be considered significant spectral peaks.
The frequency range is usually specified by a number of frequency resolution intervals (a neighborhood) on either side of a datum point. Typical values for this neighborhood are 0.05 -0.10 Hz for SAMs data.
The magnitude and frequency of the significant spectral peaks are extracted from each individual power spectral density plot and stored as intermediate results. From these sets of magnitude values versus frequency, a two-dimensional histogram is calculated by quantizing both the magnitude and frequency to desired resolutions and assigning a count for each magnitude/frequency bin. A color is then assigned based on the number (count) of points falling within each of the magnitude/frequency bins. The colors indicate the relative amount of time that the power spectral density value was a certain magnitude for each frequency being considered, as shown in figure 2. The magnitude resolution is usually shown logarithmically with the upper and lower magnitude bounds of the bins defined by g2/Hz, for N = 40 to 240. This corresponds to the upper and lower power spectral density magnitude bounds of
The two-dimensional histogram calculation yields an array of the number of points falling within each magnitude/frequency bin. Therefore, the raw results of the histogram analysis are dependent on the total time period analyzed (e.g. 1 hour, or 10 days). A larger time period would be expected to result in a larger number of occurrences in any given bin. In order to counteract this time dependence, a normalization procedure is implemented by which the number of occurrences in any given bin are divided by the total number of periods analyzed for the plot. By doing this, a measure of the percentage of time is achieved by the following equation: and g2/Hz.
where 5 is the percentage of time, p is the number of points falling within any given bin, and M is the number of periods analyzed for the PCSA plot. This data set is then imaged on a semi-log plot as in figure 2. This figure illustrates a PCSA plot for the SAMs data from the STS-78 mission which had the Life and Microgravity Spacelab (LMS) as the primary payload. Features of this data plot will be discussed in the next section.
PCSA Interpretation
An individual set of significant spectral peak points extracted from a power spectral density plot (figure 1) indicate the upper levels of the acceleration spectrum for the time period of that particular power spectral density interest to the vast majority of principal investigators for their analysis of the environment. For a complete PCSA plot, the range of the acceleration spectrum upper levels is bounded by the upper and lower edges of the color bands.
Thus, with a single plot, the PCSA technique shows the range of the microgravity environment for the time period covered by the plot.
plot. This upper level of the acceleration spectrum is of The PIMS projcct has correlated fcatures of the PCSA plots with known mission events for numerous missions. The basic interpretation of the plot's d.ata is that the colors higher up the color bar scale (i.e. towards magenta) indicate that a magnitude/frequency combination occurred more often than that combination with a color lower on the scale. The bright band of redslyellowdgreens indicates the propensity of the inicrogravity environment to be in that region for much of the time included in the plot. This is illustrated in figure 2 where, for example, the tendency is for the environment below 1 Hz to be around Individual disturbances may be identified by certain characteristic shapes in a PCSA plot. The Ku-band antenna on the Orbliter dithers at a controlled 17 Hz rate to prevent mechanical stiction. This fixed vibration rate produces the thin vertical line at 17 Hz in figures 1 and 2. The white area (represmting very few hisl:ogram 'hits') below the 17 Hz thin vertical line in figure 2 means that the vibration at 17 Hz does not drop below 2~1 0 -~ g2/Hz for any appreciable time in the mission. The conclusion drawn from this data is that the Ku-band antenna is operating for most, if not all of the mission. This is a normal condition for a mission of this nature where the Ku-band antenna is used for data downlink.
Vehicle and payload structural vibration mode frequencies are seen in a PCSA plot as the broad magnitude peaks in the lower frequency regions below 10 Hz.
In figure 2 , between 8 Hz and 22 EIz, the propensity of the environment has split into a higher level and a lower level. This differentiation is due to the alternating active and rest periods c8 the crew throughout the single shift mission. This was confirmed by creating two separate PCSA plots, one for crew active periods and one for crew rest periods.
There were two refrigerators on-board the Shuttle during STS-78 and the vibration from their motor-driven compressors may be seen around 22 Hz. These compressors caused a very noticeable variabmle frequency disturbance around 22 H[z. Since the compressors cycled on and off throughout thiz mission, there are histogram "hits" below the peak values, unlike the Ku-band antenna which was on for the entire mission. g2/Hz.
PCSA Comparison
There have bei:n many situations where a user has asked the PIMS project to prepare a comparisori of a period of time from one mission with a period of time from either the same or a different mission. Such a comparison is not reasonable to perform by using standard power spectral density plots because the microgravity acceleration environment is so dynamic. Comparison of long-duration power spectral density plots is hindered by the non-stationary nature of the acceleration environment.
A PCSA plot allows the user to make a visual comparison between missions, carriers (e.g. the Spacelab module and the Orbiter's middeck), time periods within a mission (e.g. crew active and crew sleep) and mission conditions (e.g. refrigerators on and off).
Quasi-steady Three-dimensional Histogram
QTH Methodology
The source of microgravity acceleration data for a QTlH plot is a sampled data set produced by a low frequency accelerometer system, such as the OARE. The OARE data for the LMS mission are shown in figure 3 .
The original OARE data are acceleration measurements digitized at a rate of 10 samples per second for each of the X, Y, and Z axes. Prior to its use in QTH plots, the data are transformed from the OARE coordinate system. to the Orbiter body coordinate system [5] and a trimmeari filter is applied to the data [ 2 ] .
From these sets of three-axis magnitude values, three two-dimensional histograms are formed by plotting pairs of the three-axis data points in three scatter diagrams (figure 4) . These three diagrams provide front, side, and top views of the acceleration vectors in the Orbiter body axis system. The histogram is calculated by quantizing the magnitudes to a desired resolution and assigning a count for an occurrence in each bin. A color is then assigned based on the number of occurrences that fall within each bin. The scale magnitude is linear with a range of k 3 pg.
The two-dimensional histogram calculation yields a matrix of the number of points falling within each histogram bin. Therefore, the raw results of the histogram analysis are dependent on the total time period analyzed (e.g. 1 hour, or 18 days). A larger time period would be expected to result in a larger number of coincidences in any given bin. To counteract this time dependence, a similar normalization procedure is implemented as with the PCSA.
This data set is then imaged as the three scatter plots in figure 4 . The axis origin is centered on the OARE instrument sensor's location. As acceleration data, a QTH data point should be viewed as the tip of a vector with an origin at the OARE sensor. The location of the data point in the QTH then gives a relative indication of the quasi-steady acceleration vector magnitude and direction.
The OARE data from a mission may also be transformed to different locations on the Orbiter by incorporating the Orbiter state vector data [4] . These transformed data may then be used to prepare a QTH plot to indicate the quasi-steady conditions at an experiment location or any other position of interest.
QTH Interpretation
For this paper, the QTH plot for the STS-62 mission will be used to show some of the characteristics discernible with this technique. Correlation of the QTH plots with known mission events (e.g. Orbiter attitudes, water dumps) has led to the interpretation of the QTH plot characteristics relative to mission activities and vehicle equipment operation. The basic interpretation of the plot's data is that the colors higher up the color-bar scale (toward magenta) indicate that the acceleration vector fell into that bin more often than those bins with a color lower on the scale. The bright area of redstmagentas indicate the propensity of the microgravity environment to be in that region for most of the time of the data included in the plot.
The main Orbiter attitudes utilized during the microgravity portion of the STS-62 mission are described in the PIMS mission summary report [3] for STS-62. Three of the attitudes were -XL.V/-ZVV (tail to Earth, cargo bay forward), -XLV/+ZVV (tail to Earth, belly forward), and -ZLV/+YVV (cargo bay to Earth, right wing forward). Attitude-dependent acceleration vectors, such as atmospheric drag and gravity-gradient accelerations, in these attitudes produced the unique characteristics in figure 4 labelled A, B, and C, respectively. For example, the atmospheric drag component reverses the sign of the Z-axis accelerations between attitudes A and B where the Orbiter cargo bay is forward facing in attitude A and the belly is forward in attitude B.
During part of the STS-62 mission, the Orbiter operated in the -ZLV/+YVV attitude in an elliptical orbit with altitudes of 105 nautical miles (perigee) and 138 nautical miles (apogee). The contribution of this flight mode is the linear characteristic labelled D in figure 4. This is due to the increased atmospheric drag at the lower altitudes which increased the acceleration levels in the axis directed into the velocity vector (theyb axis in this case).
The general range of microgravity environment conditions for the time of the data included in a QTH plot is bounded by the extent of the colored areas in the plot. Due to the processing technique used, there may be individual points outside the colored areas, though.
QTH Comparison
There have been many situations where a user has asked the PIMS project to prepare a comparison of the quasi-steady conditions for a long period of time in an Orbiter mission with another period of time in the same mission or for a comparison between missions. Such comparisons using plots of acceleration versus time are not adequate because the microgravity quasi-steady acceleration levels slowly change over time. The overall conditions are not readily apparent. The QTH plot allows the user to make a visual comparison between missions, carriers, time periods of a given mission, and conditions (i.e. attitudes, crew activity, etc.) by showing long-duration changes in the quasi-steady acceleration environment in a single plot.
Application to the International Space Station
These techniques for large quantities of data will be particularly useful for the interpretation of the vast quantity of microgravity environment data resulting from operations on the International Space Station. With microgravity increments lasting a minimum of thirty days, the microgravity environment of an increment will be summarized well by PCSA and QTH plots.
The other techniques will continue to be used but for long-term evaluation and comparison of the International Space Station environment, the PCSA and QTH are valuable.
Conclusions
The PCSA and QTH plots provide tools with which to compare different sets of microgravity acceleration data. These techniques, as well as others, may be employed in the analysis of acceleration data from microgravity science missions in order to derive useful information in support of the microgravity science experiments. 
